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Foreword
The Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan was commissioned by Auckland
Council and developed through the contributions and support of many.
The plan was informed by input from the Kaipātiki Local Board, Mana Whenua Project
Working Group (PWG), Panuku, HLC, NativebyNature, creative practitioners, business
organisations and community groups in the area, the wider family of Auckland Council’s
internal organisations and the Public Art Advisory Panel.
Research for this plan was undertaken by Caroline Robinson of Cabal.
Ngā mihi nui ki a koutou katoa.
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Introduction
As part of Auckland Council Te Kaunihera o Tāmaki Makaurau’s ongoing
work to transform and enrich Auckland’s public spaces, opportunities for
investment in public art are being explored in areas of population growth
and urban instensification.
Recognising that the township of Northcote on Auckland’s North Shore is undergoing
significant redevelopment and transformation over the next 10 years, a research
project has been undertaken to better understand how public art could manifest in this
area and positively contribute to Auckland’s public space.
Building on existing engagement, strategies and plans for the area, in particular the ongoing
work of the Unlock Northcote project (led by Panuku in partnership with mana whenua),
and developing a plan for investment alongside community groups and planners working in
the area, Auckland Council set out to define a vision and rationale for investment in
public art in Northcote over the next 10 years, a curatorial approach and a delivery
programme, and a framework for why, where, when and how funding for public art will be
expended.
This research and analysis attempts to answer the framing question:

What approach to investment in public art will
create transformative value for Northcote?
The result is a compiled research report on key contextual considerations, a vision for
public art in the area, a guide to identifying and assessing future opportunities, and
recommendations for investment.
This work is compiled and presented here in the form of the Awataha Northcote Public
Art Plan.

Context report
1.0 Defining the Awataha Northcote opportunity
To identify and better understand the key contextual considerations that define this
opportunity, Auckland Council researched and analysed the distinct ecological, geological,
economic, cultural and social attributes of Northcote, including the key planned moves for
the area.
This research revealed five major ideas that define the opportunity for investment in
public art in Northcote, together determining a collective future in a shared space.
The Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan is based on these five major ideas.

Growth and change: An evolving Tāmaki Makaurau
Rapid population growth, urban intensification and regeneration throughout Auckland
Tāmaki Makaurau provide the dramatic backdrop to this opportunity, bringing with it
significant capital investment in infrastructure and urban design, and a strategic drive to
see public art transform and enrich Auckland’s public spaces.

Unlock Northcote: Urban development in the ‘heart’ of Northcote
Significant planned works and the redevelopment of Northcote over the next 10 years offer
strategic opportunities to invest in public art that align with planned infrastructure
upgrades, complement urban design initiatives, tap into extensive community
engagement, transform and enrich a rapidly changing public space and support the local
drive to revitalise the ‘thriving, vibrant heart’ of Northcote.

Mana whenua
Auckland Council acknowledges mana whenua as the indigenous people of the area.
Mana whenua are recognised as partners with Panuku in the process of urban
regeneration in Northcote. Through the Project Working Group (PWG), mana whenua
represenatives have been working closely with planning and development organisations to
develop a set of principles that underpin planning documents for ongoing work in the area,
including Unlock Northcote redevelopment and the Awataha Greenway project. This
important work is ongoing and has directly informed the Awataha Northcote Public Art
Plan.

Awataha: Regeneration and transformation
Recognised as the principal physical and cultural feature of Northcote and as the essential
reference point for its residents, Awataha Stream provides the geospatial footprint for the
plan’s focus area. It has been a long-held desire of the community to see this stream
revitalised. In a key move to repair this landmark stream and its catchment area, Panuku is
working with HLC, communities and mana whenua to design and realise Awataha’s
regeneration, including daylighting the water system and upgrading the adjoining
greenway. Auckland Council acknowledges this work as a transformational gesture in the
Northcote area.
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Living heritage: Connecting communities
Every day, local communities navigate, share and enrich the composite living heritage of
the vibrant township of Northcote. Each group brings with it a distinct set of cultural
expressions, practices, tradition and knowledge. Rapid population growth will bring more
people to the area and increase interaction between the distinct local communities. Public
art has an important role to play in transforming these daily moments of interaction into
experiences of respect, commonality and appreciation, amplifying community connections
in public space in a positive and meaningful way.

1.1 Growth and change
An evolving Tāmaki Makaurau
Auckland is a city under construction. Significant urban redevelopment projects underway
across Tāmaki Makaurau are impacting the lives and futures of its people, bringing great
change, disruption, regeneration and opportunity.

1.1.1 Planning context
Two key planning and policy documents – the Auckland Plan and the Public Art Policy –
set the stage for future growth and change in Auckland, and in turn have helped define the
strategy and shape of the opportunity for public art in Northcote.
1.1.1.1 The Auckland Plan
The Auckland Plan is Tāmaki Makaurau‘s long-term spatial plan to ensure Auckland is
prepared to meet the environmental, cultural, social, and economic opportunities and
challenges of the future. Three outcomes of this regional planning document have been
identified as strategic guidelines for investment in public art in Northcote:
Belonging and participation: All Aucklanders will be part of and contribute to
society, access opportunities, and have the chance to develop to their full potential.
Māori identity and wellbeing: A thriving Māori identity is Auckland’s point of
difference in the world that advances prosperity for Māori and benefits all
Aucklanders.
Environment and cultural heritage: Aucklanders preserve, protect and care for
the natural environment as our shared cultural heritage, for its intrinsic value and for
the benefit of present and future generations.
Homes and Places: Aucklanders live in secure, healthy, and affordable homes,
and have access to a range of inclusive public places.

Auckland Council recognises the potential for public art to contribute to meeting these
outcomes of the Auckland Plan by investing in public art that provides opportunity for
participation, cultural visibility, a sense of belonging, anchor points and aspirations
for the future.
1.1.1.2 Public Art Policy 2013
Auckland Council’s Public Art Policy (2013) seeks to answer the question of how public
art can contribute to Auckland’s future:
“Inspiring public art throughout Auckland: Everyone has the
opportunity to experience thought-provoking, culturally vibrant,
enjoyable and challenging public art and public space.”
The Public Art Policy states that public art projects must contribute to one or more of the
following four outcome areas.
Unique and distinctive: Public art that responds to our place.
For all Aucklanders and visitors: Public art that delights, welcomes, challenges
and inspires.
● Known for its artistic quality, variety, depth and innovation: Public art that
celebrates richness and creativity and models international best practice.
● Making a difference: Public art that transforms Auckland’s public places.
●
●

Point Resolution Bridge Taurarua, 2013, by Henriata Nicholas (Te Arawa) in collaboration with Warren & Mahoney Architects.
(Photograph by Patrick Reynolds, 2013).
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Public art is understood to be one piece in the spectrum of creative expressions shaping
public space. Like many other forms of creative expression in the public realm, public art
is broadly defined, and can at times intersect with other forms of a similar or related
nature, such as placemaking, design, events, storytelling and cultural narrative. Artists,
cultural specialists, designers, architects and placemakers borrow from each other’s
disciplines to develop new approaches to transforming the public realm through creative
practice.
The Public Art Policy’s vision and directive is clear: Auckland Council is to invest in public
art that celebrates the region’s creativity, highlights Māori identity as a key point of
difference for Auckland, reflects and expresses the city’s diversity, responds to the
natural landscape, generates pride and belonging and transforms public spaces. To
achieve this, Auckland Council has developed a planning strategy to focus on capital
investment in permanent physical assets that deliver a small number of high-impact,
public art projects across Auckland to transform and enrich public space.
Recognising that public art is a key contributor to human experience, identity and
belonging and has an important role to play in placemaking and revitalisation within urban
redevelopment, Auckland Council recognises an opportunity to meet the outcomes and
vision of the Auckland Plan and the Public Art Policy by investing in contemporary public
art projects of scale that transform public spaces in areas experiencing high population
growth, urban design and development. Northcote has been identified as an area of
opportunity.

Volcanic landforms of Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland, F.Hochstetter map. (Image courtesy of Panuku).

1.2 Unlock Northcote
Urban development in the ‘heart’ of Northcote
Northcote has been identified by Auckland Council as an ‘unlock’ location, a prime area
that lends itself to development and regeneration opportunities as Tāmaki Makaurau
undergoes city-wide population growth, urban renewal and transformation.
Located approximately 6km north-west of Auckland’s city centre, on the banks of the
Awataha Stream, alongside Te Kōpua o Matakerepō (Onepoto) and Te Kōpua o
Matakamokamo (tuff crater), nests the vibrant suburban hub of Northcote – the most
diverse and populated suburb in Auckland’s North Shore.

Northcote strawberry garden, with newly established town centre in the background, 1969. Photography by Mr Reithmaier. (Archives
New Zealand: AAQT 6539 W3537 91/A89466).

1.2.1 Northcote’s distinct character
1.2.1.1 Physical landscape
Northcote has a distinct physical character. Two iconic volcanic craters, Te Kōpua o
Matakamokamo and Te Kōpua o Matakerepō, provide the geospatial frame to the wider
suburban area. The Awataha Stream is the township’s landmark physical feature, flowing
from Jessie Tonar Scout Reserve (Kākā Reserve) through the heart of the Northcote
township into the Waitematā at Shoal Bay. At the mouth of the Awataha, incoming and
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outgoing tides have shaped and transformed the Awataha basin, building up sediment of
lapilli tuff, pumiceous mudstone, sand, gravel and grit, forming over time the layered
foundations and soils of a fertile alluvial valley. These surrounds have sustained a lush
network of forests, open-space greenways, large tracts of land for cultivation, plentiful
natural water resources, shelter from the weather, and access to the harbour. For
hundreds of years, this welcoming and generous landscape has provided generations of
communities a place to visit, live, settle and stay. The area’s physical features and
corresponding natural resources have encouraged patterns of human movement that have
attracted people to gather and co-inhabit the centre. This centre is now known as
Northcote Town Centre.
1.2.1.2 Cultural landscape
Boasting an iconic 1950s New Zealand town plan design, in which a modest strip of retail
shops frames a carpark centrepiece, Northcote is a residential and commercial hub that is
characterised by small-business enterprise, a welcoming and inviting character, distinct
local flavours and a bustling, social, ‘market’ atmosphere. Supporting a thriving community
of entrepreneurs, creative practitioners and other active community groups, Northcote has
a vibrant and dynamic town centre where people gather, meet, trade, create, learn and
play together. Concentrated in and around the ‘heart’ of the town centre, Northcote boasts
a rich and varied cultural landscape and is renowned for highly visible and accessible
traditions from a wide range of resident cultures, including Māori, Pacific, Chinese and
Korean communities. Diverse flavours from a mix of food outlets enrich the town centre,
Tai Chi classes enliven Cadness Reserve and hundreds of art and community events of
varying scales light up Northcote’s local parks throughout its annual cultural events
calendar. Highlights include the Chinese/Korean New Year in February, Onepoto School
Cultural Festival and Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust Summer Fun programme.

“The Unlock Northcote project area… is on the cusp of dramatic and positive change.” Northcote Framework Plan 2016. (Images
courtesy of Panuku).

1.2.1.3 Creative arts in Northcote
The creative arts are highly valued by residents of Northcote and the township is home to
a wide range of creative practitioners and arts organisations. The North Shore’s first
contemporary marae, Awataha Marae, was established in Northcote in 1986 by Arnold
Wilson, a pioneering contemporary Māori artist. The Awataha Marae continues to be an

active marae where Māori knowledge, narratives and customs are taught and preserved.
The Kaipātiki Public Arts Trust, a local non-profit community arts organisation, advocates
for and develops public art projects in the Kaipātiki area, and is host to the highly prized
annual Short Shorts Student Film Festival. NorthArt Gallery takes prominent position in the
town square, where emerging, established, local and national artists exhibit their work, and
regular public events and arts activities take place.
More recently, in response to development work underway in the area, temporary art popup installations have activated the town centre. The Claw, by artist collective Hanna Shim,
Michael McCabe and Adam Ben-Drur, was a creative ‘takeover’ of an untenanted shop
that invited visitors to reclaim the empty space through a playful reimagining of a classic
arcade game. The Claw was a standout success and brought a slice of culture, delight and
belonging to a public space in flux. More activations of this kind, in which people are
invited to come together, share experiences and amplify resident public life, are being
called for by the local community.

The Claw, supported by Auckland Council’s Satellites programme, 2018. (Photograph by Julie Zhu, courtesy of Satellites and Auckland
Council).
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1.2.2 Northcote’s potential
Due to its central location, strong and active community groups, spectacular surrounding
landscapes, easy access to other centres, and established township, Northcote’s potential
to develop into a large and thriving town centre is substantial.
Panuku is leading the Northcote Town Centre development. This is a 10-year+ project,
which is expected to deliver housing intensification and regeneration of existing assets,
and has an expected cumulative spend of $1.1 billion1. Major redevelopment works are
already underway in the area, including housing developments, infrastructure works,
reserve and park upgrades, and improved cycleways and transport links. Current housing
developments will increase the central Northcote Unlock area from 3000 houses to around
7700. This integrated and comprehensive redevelopment plan will better connect the
Northcote town centre with local homes and create affordable housing opportunities to
renew the whole area. This project is known as ‘Unlock Northcote’.
There is a long-held desire in the Northcote community for a joined up, aspirational and
deliverable approach to change and regeneration. Several key planning documents for this
change and regeneration set the stage for Northcote’s planned renewal and the role public
art can play here in this time of transformation. They are the Northcote Town Centre Plan
2010, the Northcote Framework Plan 2016, the Northcote Development Project and the
Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2017. Working alongside Panuku, several adjacent initiatives
are underway to complement the urban development taking place in Northcote, including
the SeaPath/SkyPath link, the Kaipātiki Network Connections Plan and the NorthWest
Wildlink. These planned works are instrumental in shaping the opportunity for investment
in public art in the area over the next ten years.
1.2.2.1 Northcote Town Centre Plan 2010
In preparation for Northcote’s regeneration, Panuku drafted a strategic document in
consultation with the community, mana whenua and stakeholders to guide development in
the area. The ensuing Northcote Town Centre Plan (2010) set out the following vision for
the town centre:
Ā te tau 2030 ka tupu a Awataha hei hapori hihiko me te pokapū manaaki e whakanui
ana i ngā tikanga ā-iwi, e rahi ake ai ngā mahi pakihi, e ea ai hoki ngā tūmanako o te
katoa.
The Northcote of 2030 will be a growing community, with a lively and welcoming heart
that celebrates culture, and where business thrives and everyone’s needs are met.

Building on previous plans for Northcote’s town centre and many years of engagement
within the Northcote community, Panuku’s focus is on placemaking in Northcote,
recognising that “successful design and creation of public spaces starts with the essence
of place, its mauri (life force), and the vital essence of its people.” Panuku has partnered
with mana whenua and is working closely with Northcote’s diverse communities,
businesses and development partners to achieve this goal.
1

Northcote Framework Plan 2016

1.2.2.2 Northcote Framework Plan 2016
To achieve the vision laid out in the Northcote Town Centre Plan, the Northcote
Framework Plan (2016) was drafted. The Northcote Framework Plan provides a delivery
programme to develop a Northcote that is ‘visible, accessible, welcoming and
adaptable’. This plan focuses on the following four key moves:
1. Town Centre – creating a vibrant heart: including building a new multipurpose
community facility and town square.
2. Lake Road – creating a great urban street: upgrading and improving the walking
and cycling routes from the Taharoto Road / Northcote Road intersection (near
Smales Farm) to Northcote Point Ferry Terminal.
3. Awataha Greenway project – a great network of public open space: upgrading
the network of public open space along the Awataha and creating a green ‘corridor’
that links Northcote’s existing parks and open spaces and includes a shared cycle
and walking path, a planted corridor, water repair and play destinations.
4. Housing – increasing density, choice, tenure and mix: housing developments
that will see 3000 houses replaced with 7700 homes in the local vicinity.

Four Key Moves for Unlock Northcote, from the Northcote Framework Plan. (Image courtesy of Panuku).

Realisation of the Unlock Northcote project is staged and fully underway, with dramatic
renewal and regeneration projects in progress across the town centre and surrounding
residential neighbourhood. Major cycling and walkway upgrades, housing rebuilds and the
Awataha upgrade are all underway. As a result of this work, constructions sites,
untenanted retails spaces and detoured transport routes are starting to become common
features of the Northcote landscape.
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1.2.2.3 HLC’s Northcote Development Project
The key organisations involved in the housing intensification of Northcote are HLC and
Housing New Zealand. The development project is being led by HLC.
The Northcote Development Project was set up by HLC to support the delivery of more
quality homes, more quickly, to Northcote. This work is already underway. Twenty Housing
New Zealand homes built in the 1950s and 1960s have been removed and replaced with
43 modern, warm and dry homes that range in size and are energy and water efficient.
Hundreds of new homes are going up in the Northcote centre and the surrounding
neighbourhood and new streets and pocket parks are being built that will link these new
homes with the town centre, parks and the Awataha catchment.
1.2.2.4 Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2017
Kaipātiki Local Board Plan is a strategic document that is developed every three years to
set a direction for the local board. Reflecting community priorities and preferences, the
plan guides local board activity, funding and investment decisions. The Kaipātiki Local
Board Plan (2017) specifically responds to the regeneration underway in the local area.
The following four local board outcome areas are a focus for the Awataha Northcote Public
Art Plan:
Our people identify Kaipātiki as their kāinga (home)
Work with Panuku Auckland, HLC and other stakeholders to support the Northcote
redevelopment to succeed for current and future communities in an integrated way.
Our natural environment is protected for future generations to enjoy
Our community enjoys being active and takes notice of our environment. Its peace
and tranquillity also feeds our souls by providing space for creativity, exploration
and pleasure.
Our people are active and healthy
The local reserves are home to many different types of activity that promote
wellbeing. They can serve as quiet places for contemplation and imagination or be
humming with the activity of events or children playing.
Our urban centres are vibrant
We will work to ensure the proposed new Northcote community facility makes our
community proud and provides flexible community space that brings people
together.

1.2.2.5 Kaipātiki Network Connections Plan
The Kaipātiki Network Connections Plan provides an expanded and enhanced walking
and cycling network plan for Kaipātiki, a priority identified in the Kaipātiki Local Board Plan
(2017). The network follows natural landscape patterns such as streams and coastlines,
as well as built infrastructure such as roads and motorways. The network connects
communities by improving opportunities for people to interact and experience the
natural and cultural heritage of the area. The network is important infrastructure with
direct relevance to the siting and accessibility of public art in the area.
1.2.2.6 SkyPath/SeaPath
State Highway 1 stretches along the waterfront of Shoal Bay, heading north of the Harbour
Bridge towards the North Shore suburbs, and south towards the Harbour Bridge and into
the city. SkyPath is a proposed 1km walking and cycling network over the Auckland
Harbour Bridge. The northern landing is expected to be sited at Northcote Point. From
there, SkyPath will connect to SeaPath, a proposed 3km shared walking and cycling
connection between Northcote Point and Esmonde Road. SkyPath and SeaPath will
provide safe and direct connections between Northcote and the wider region.
Opportunities exist for public art to enrich these proposed connecting points between the
‘local’ and ‘regional’.
1.2.2.7 North-West Wildlink
The North Shore Tuff Crater Restoration Project run by Forest & Bird Te Reo o Te Taiao is
working to restore the ecologies of the culturally significant Te Kōpua o Matakamokamo.
Known as the North-West Wildlink, this initiative is supported by a large and diverse
group of Auckland’s leading environmental organisations, including Kaipātiki Project. This
initiative aims to restore, create and connect healthy habitats in the North-West of
Auckland, so that Auckland’s native birds and wildlife can thrive in areas of increased
urban development. The Awataha catchment is seen as a critical link in the habitat
corridor, in particular bridging the safe haven forests of Rangitoto Island with areas to the
west and north. This ongoing work highlights the importance the residents of Northcote
place on strengthening the connection between people and nature – a philosophy that
is captured and reflected in the Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan.

There is a significant opportunity for investment in public art to align with the vast
array of urban development projects planned for Northcote. In particular, Auckland Council
recognises that it can support the vision and outcomes of local regeneration plans to
“unlock” Northcote. Public art can play a positive and transformational role in building a
connected, activated and rich Northcote by providing places of interaction, shared
experience and belonging and by encouraging connections between diverse
communities, nature and living heritages in the common ground of appreciation,
humanity and delight – reshaping place, identity and aspirations for the future.

Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan
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Image from the Northcote Framework Plan, courtesy of Panuku.

As more people move into this already densely populated area and as works
begin on urban redesign and redevelopment, local communities are having to
work through the tensions, anxieties and disruptions that come with change,
while also facing historical challenges of displacement and loss. While
challenging, this context provides an opportunity for public art to be able to
play a positive and transformative role in shaping Northcote.

1.3 Mana whenua
Advancing Te Ao Māori as the city’s point of difference is a key objective of the Auckland
plan and policy and planning frameworks. Auckland Council’s Public Art Policy outlines
that mana whenua have articulated public art as a vehicle for expression for the
indigenous culture of Tāmaki Makaurau and they wish to see:
the special relationship between mana whenua and Auckland Council recognised
that Māori have visibility across Auckland, especially in key locations where it might
be expected (such as regional gateways)
● early involvement with the council, including CCOs, in planning
● a consistent, simple and streamlined interface with Auckland Council.
●
●

In addition to public art projects, Auckland Council works in partnership with mana whenua
to implement Te Aranga Māori Design Principles, which include the expression of
cultural narratives. Auckland Council recognises that Te Ao Māori and its Māori
communities can and should contribute meaningfully to the reshaping of Auckland.
Auckland Council sees a very clear alignment with the intent of Te Tiriti o Waitangi –
recognition, reciprocity and working together for mutual benefit. This is particularly evident
in the prominence given to the placement of mana whenua and Māori design within the
process and design of urban development across the region. The goal is innovative design
outcomes that arise from and reflect Auckland’s contemporary identity.
Rewi Spraggon and Sunnah Thompson, Silo Park (Photograph by Jan Farnworth, 2014).
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1.3.1 Mana whenua, Northcote and the Awataha
Mana whenua are the indigenous people of Northcote. In recognition of the special
relationship that mana whenua have with the Awataha, the footprint of this plan has been
expanded to incorporate the full catchment of the Awataha, from its source out to sea. The
name of the plan has been adjusted to reflect this geospatial and cultural reframing.
1.3.2 ‘Take Mauri, Take Hono’ mauri indicators
The Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan acknowledges and is directly informed by the
ongoing work by mana whenua, Panuku, HLC and the project design team of the Awataha
Greenway project to research and develop a set of whiria (design principles) that can act
as a foundation to planned works in the area.
Key research findings were as follows:
● The Awataha is a deep source of whakapapa and connection for mana whenua.
● The source and receiving environment of the Awataha are places of cultural
significance and environmental importance.
● Mana whenua are seeking to enhance the mauri of Northcote through cultural,
environmental and social interventions.
The resulting principles in development embody the mātauranga Māori perspective that
the mauri ora (life force) of the Awataha would be more fully enhanced by recognising the
importance of aho taiao (living with nature), aho tangata (healthy communities) and aho toi
(weaving the strands of communities). Of particular significance to this public art plan is
this work’s reference to mahi toi (creative expression), specifically the importance of
recognising the identity/sense of place and cultural narrative and history of Northcote
through creative expression.
There is ongoing work underway in the creation of a ‘Take Mauri, Take Hono’ tool. This
tool seeks to measure and quantify the uplift in mauri resulting from the project works, and
build project whiria (design principles). Council acknowledges that this tool is the result of
long-term collaboration, and is yet to be published. As a “living” document that is still being
tested in the field, this tool is referenced as a work in progress.
It is acknowledged that this tool was created specifically for the Awataha Greenway
project; that it may only be used in collaboration with mana whenua; and that it is nontransferable across other projects.
1.3.3 Significance to Māori
This plan recognises that oral histories and narratives are embedded in the whenua that
endure and connect mana whenua to place by acknowledging its mauri.
“Kōrero tuku iho (stories of the past), are embedded in the whenua (land). They
endure and connect Māori to place, acknowledging their mauri (life force)”.
In the context of Te Whenua Roa o Kahu, (the North Shore), places like Northcote
and Takapuna are without boundary and remain seamless on the landscape.

According to the region’s kōrero tuku iho, a disagreement between Matakamokamo
and his wife Matakerepō led to punishment by Mataoho, the deity associated with
earthquakes and volcanic activity. Mataoho sank their mountain home, leaving
Pupuke Moana, (Lake Pupuke), in its wake, along with the formation of Rangitoto.
The couple fled to Rangitoto with their maid Tukiata, but in their panic left their twin
children behind. When ordered to rescue the children, Tukiata disobeyed the
instruction not to look back at Rangitoto, and the twins, Hinerei and Matamiha, were
turned to stone at the southern end of Takapuna Beach.
Their parents’ attempt to return to Te Whenua Roa o Kahu (the North Shore)
angered Mataoho again, and as further punishment, they too were turned to stone
at Awataha (Shoal Bay). Volcanic eruptions then sank the stones beneath the
ground, resulting in two distinctive craters named after them, Te Kōpua o
Matakamokamo and Te Kōpua o Matakerepō.
These craters are still seen today as the rock formations of their twin children
Hinerei and Matamiha at Takapuna Beach. Their maid, Tukiata, is the rock pinnacle
near Rangitoto Beacon and she is known as Te Toka a Tukiata. “Mataoho stepped
from these two lagoons, Ngā Tapuwae at Barry’s Point Rd, right across the isthmus
to the lake Te Pūkaki Tapu o Poutūkeka, east of the airport”, residing at Te Ipu a
Mataoho – the crater of Maungawhau.”
Extract from the Northcote Framework Plan 2016
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1.4 Awataha greenway
Regeneration and transformation
The Awataha stream is recognised as the principal physical feature of Northcote and is
described by mana whenua as “the physical, spiritual and cultural essence of this place”.
This body of water acts as a bloodline that flows from humble beginnings at its source in
Jessie Tonar Scout Reserve (Kākā Reserve), through the heart of the Northcote township,
and out to the Waitematā in Shoal Bay. This flow of water has carved the unique topology
of the area, supported a distinct and rich ecology and been at the centre of community life
for generations.
Historic evolution of this body of water has played a crucial role in shaping Northcote –
physically and socially, and as such, the Awataha catchment provides both a geospatial
framework for public art investment in the area and the footprint for the Public Art Plan.

Awataha Greenway regeneration project. (Image courtesy of Panuku).

1.4.1 Awataha Greenway
The Awataha Stream is recognised as a precious environmental and cultural feature that
has been largely buried by urban development. During the subdivisions of the 1950s, an
engineered solution resulted in the water from the Awataha being piped underground. This
caused significant flooding that severely impacted on local residents, including causing
serious illness in families. One of the key moves of the Unlock Northcote project is a
powerful transformational gesture to upgrade, regenerate and daylight the stream, and to
uplift the surrounding greenway. In 2007, ‘Untouched World’, a youth programme involving
local school students, helped shape the idea of daylighting the Awataha stream. This
programme is now referred to as the Awataha Greenway project and is being facilitated by
Panuku in partnership with HLC, Healthy Waters, the Kaipātiki Local Board and mana
whenua.
Improving water quality, enhancing access and connectivity to the stream and supporting a
more sustainable and ecological future of the river are significant elements of this project.
Mana whenua are working closely with Panuku to ensure cultural expressive elements and
narratives are embedded in the ongoing infrastructure work.

1.4.2 Awataha Greenway Design Guide
The Awataha Greenway upgrade project is a transformational gesture.
The Awataha Greenway Design Guide is the key planning document of the Awataha
Greenway project. This plan will guide the Awataha upgrade; and directly informs the
Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan.
The design guide, in particular the ongoing collaboration between mana whenua and key
partners to develop a set of ‘whiria’ (design principles)2, and the community-led focus on
revitalising and protecting natural resources, connecting people with nature and
taking a sustainable approach to development, has significantly informed the Awataha
Northcote Public Art Plan’s conceptual framework, guiding purpose, principles and
objectives.

2

See Section 1.3.2 for further information.
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1.5 Living heritage
Connecting communities
Drawn by fertile land, water, shelter and links to the harbour, waves of inhabitants have for
hundreds of years flooded the Northcote area, each impacting the local environment and
leaving a lasting impression.
Māori have had a presence in the area for hundreds of years3. The area was referred to as
Te Onewa and local inhabitants lived off the land, shellfish and fish from nearby fishing
grounds, and by cultivating kumara. A pā was established to protect the settlements in the
area and Te Onewa Pā (Stokes Point) was a stronghold during inter-tribal struggles for the
strategic and fertile land of the surrounding area.
With the development of Auckland City in the 1800s, European farmers began to settle in
nearby Northcote. As early as 1849, the lush surrounds of the wider area were being
purchased and converted into farmlands for commercial strawberry and fruit growing. In
1884, the Colonial Sugar Refining Company (now the Chelsea Sugar Factory) set up in
nearby Birkenhead. This significant local commercial enterprise offered employment to
many and boosted population growth in the area. With the influx of settlers, the
environment was reclaimed and reshaped for human use. Te Onewā Pā (Stokes Point)
became the landing place for the Northcote ferry. This ferry was heavily used by local
residents, workers and farmers. For the first half of the 1900s, the ferry was a major link
between the city and the township of Northcote.
From 1950 to 1956, the Government funded the promotion of affordable residential
housing in the area. Northcote experienced an influx of residents, and the population
increased rapidly when the Auckland Harbour Bridge was opened in 1959. The Northcote
town centre was built in 1960 and this centralised hub of amenities and public services led
to a residential housing boom. Throughout the 1960s, young families from diverse
backgrounds and cultures poured into the newly established township and Northcote made
a rapid transition from pre-1960s farmlands to the bustling suburb it is today.
Northcote of 2019 is a diverse and inclusive suburb with a population of about 5,000 –
and growing fast. This is a young demographic, predominantly made up of families. A
quarter of Northcote’s residents are under 20 years, with the majority between 20-49
years. Nearly half of Northcote’s residents were born overseas. Two thirds identify as
Pakeha/European, a quarter identify as Asian, 9% Māori, 6% Pacific, and 2% as Middle
Eastern, Latin American or African. Many languages are spoken in the streets – English,
Chinese, Korean, Samoan and Māori, amongst others. A mix of cultural and social
practices, representations, knowledge and skills enrich the township, many of which have
been handed down from generation to generation and brought to this place from distant
shores. This heady mix of cultures, languages, people and communities is a defining
feature of Northcote, a suburb that boasts a richly diverse and tolerant community that
openly expresses being comfortable with difference.

3

Documents relating to the Māori history of Northcote, held in the local history room of Northcote Library, Te Whare Mātauranga

o Te Onewa Northcote, compiled by Fran McGowan.

Cultural diversity is considered a local treasure by the people of Northcote, and
Auckland Council acknowledges that any investment in public art should reflect and
respond to the living heritage of Northcote.

Northcote Business Association’s logo. The patterned framing represents the living heritage of mana whenua and Māori communities.
The fan shape celebrates the strong presence of Asian businesses in the town centre, and the colours celebrate the diversity of cultures
that make up the local community. (Image courtesy of the Northcote Business Association).

Jeremy Shirley’s Awataha Greenway mural in Northcote Town Centre. (Image courtesy of Sara Zwart).
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2.0 A guide for future investment
Informed by the five major ideas captured in detail in Section 1.0 – growth and change,
Unlock Northcote, mana whenua as the indigenous people of Northcote, the
regeneration of the Awataha greenway and the significance of living heritages –
Auckland Council proposes the following guidelines for investment in public art in
Northcote over the next 10 years:
●
●
●

●

The purpose for investment in public art
The objectives and principles for investment
The curatorial approach – defined by:
● a geospatial logic
● a conceptual framework
● a set of mana whenua values and principles
An assessment matrix – to help identify, assess and prioritise future opportunities

2.1 Purpose
The purpose for Auckland Council’s investment in public art in Northcote is to activitate/amplify:

connections
nature / living heritage / community
This purpose expresses the idea that diverse communities, access to nature and healthy living
heritage define this place and its people and that making connections between and amongst
these three defining elements of Northcote is the bedrock of its identity.

2.2 Objectives
●

To create distinctive high-profile signature works of public art.

This is in reference to Auckland Council’s focus on “less is more” and doing a few things well.
●

To make visible and reinforce the specific character of Northcote.

This is in reference to Northcote’s distinct character – as outlined in Section 1.0.
●

To activate relationships and connections between people, nature and
heritage.

This references the significance of the relationships between the many different resident
communities of Northcote and visitors to the area, the rich tapestry of the local cultural landscape,
the built environment (both existing and planned), the local blue-greenways and surrounding bush
and waterway, and the multi-modal transport passages through, in and out of the township.

2.3 Principles
Authenticity
Public artworks that make sense in this place and express the living heritage of Northcote.
Belonging
Public artworks will be distinctive identifiers and touchstones of Northcote.
Living connections
People and nature are not separate. Public artworks will invite connection, interaction and
playful participation.
Exceptional
Public artworks will strive for excellence using innovative creative practices and
technologies, including excellence of intent, concept, process and delivery.
Responding to change
Public artworks will look to the future and be designed for resilience, durability,
sustainability, legacy and longevity, supporting changes in community and environment.
Complementary
This plan acknowledges that public art sits alongside and is complementary to existing
cultural and creative activity in the area. Auckland Council’s investment in public art will
build on the many creative collaborations that are shaping Northcote’s public spaces and
cultural futures.

2.4 A curatorial approach
The curatorial framework outlines key geospatial and conceptual considerations guiding
investment in public art in Northcote.
2.4.1 Geospatial Logic
A geospatial logic has been defined in order to assist in identifying and assessing priority
sites for investment. This geospatial logic is informed by the unique geography of the area,
in particular, its significant physical feature – the Awataha Stream.
The Awataha catchment provides the footprint for investment, from its source in Jessie
Tonar Scout Reserve (Kākā Reserve), through the heart of the Northcote township, out to
sea at Shoal Bay in the Waitematā Harbour. This catchment includes the open space
network of reserves and parks (including Kākā Reserve, Greenslade Reserve, Cadness
Reserve and Smiths Bush), where human, animal and plant life are supported by its
supply of water, food and shelter; and where multiple aspects and elements of life
intersect.
Geospatial Rationale
It is recommended that locations for public art are prioritised at key nodes along the
Awataha, taking into consideration where the Awataha connects with sites of
significance and/or key infrastructure (existing or planned) and can act as links,
networks and connection points.
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This significant body of water and its wider catchment area not only provide a physical
geospatial logic to frame this public art plan, but also a conceptual logic that supports the
plan’s purpose to amplify and activate connections between people, nature and heritage.
The following have been identified as potential sites for public art along the Awataha
catchment.
Jessie Tonar Scout Reserve (Kākā Reserve) – as the source of the Awataha; and
of significance to Māori.
● Northcote Town Centre – where the Awataha passes through the township; and
where the natural body of water passes through the built urban environment.
● Smiths Bush – the receiving end of the Awataha, where the Awataha flows into the
Waitematā; and likely juncture for the planned network of pedestrian and
cycleways.
● Awataha catchment’s public park and reserve network (Greenslade, Cadness,
Akoranga Reserve, Onewā Domain and Smiths Bush) – where the Awataha
catchment supports the return to a well-established natural environment, animal life
and human recreation.
●

2.4.2 Conceptual framework
A conceptual framework has been defined in order to ensure that investment in public art
in the area is coherent, appropriate and captures ideas of significance that resonate with
the local communities of Northcote.
The conceptual framework for the Awataha Northcote Public Art Plan is hinged on the idea
that Northcote’s township is the ‘vibrant heart’ of this living place and identity. ‘Creating a
vibrant heart’ of Northcote Town Centre is a key move defined in the Northcote Framework
Plan, and the major conceptual idea to augment future investment in public art.
Conceptual rationale
It is recommended that investment in public art is focused on projects that support the idea
that the town centre is the ‘vibrant heart of a living place’, taking into consideration sites of
significant inter-connection (existing and planned) between communities, nature and living
heritage and opportunities that support dynamic, thriving, living connections.
The following sites in and around the Northcote town centre have been identified as sites
of significance that align with the notion of a ‘vibrant heart’:
● Northcote Town Centre, including the town square, retail centre and planned
redevelopment of a local central hub.
● Central community facilities, including the library and proposed new community
facility.
● Local community gathering spaces.
● Main arterial routes/linkages in and out, such as Lake Road, Ocean View Road,
Akoranga Drive, SkyPath/SeaPath and associated network of pedestrian and
cycleways.

2.5 Te Ao Māori
Auckland Council acknowledges the special relationship mana whenua have with the land
and the Awataha. As the focus area for this public art plan is framed by the Awataha
footprint, it is important that a Te Ao Māori conceptual framework is provided to support a
high-level way of thinking about approaches to, and concepts for, public artwork in the
Awataha catchment.
Underpinning this document is the acknowledgement of the Māori world view, which
recognises that people, nature and living heritage are not separate. This way of thinking
acknowledges inter-relationships between the wider catchment of the Awataha, the people
activating the heart of the Northcote township, our past, our present and our future. The
wellbeing of the land and the awa and the vitality of the people are interdependent.
This principle can provide ongoing guidance and give a conceptual framing to public art
projects in relevant Te Ao Māori terms. Depending on the project, outcomes may align to
or differentiate from projects with a purpose/kaupapa focused on Māori design and/or
cultural narrative approaches.
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2.6 Opportunity assessment
Each time an opportunity for investment in public art arises, it will need to be evaluated on
the key elements outlined in this plan. The following matrix has been developed to allow
potential opportunities to be easily identified and assessed against measurable objectives
and priorities. As with all potential projects, a case should be made for the contribution of
public art to the transformative community outcomes being sought. If this is better
achieved through investment in other activities, public art should not be prioritised.

2.6.1 Assessment Matrix
Assessment
Criteria

Unsuitable

Undesirable

Suitable

Desirable

Public art that is
small in scale,
temporary and of
poor quality.

Public art that is
small in scale and
temporary.

Public art that is
well-conceived, of
good quality, is
transformational and
will draw in visitors even if small in scale
or temporary.

Public art that
degrades, erodes or
undermines the
natural, built and
cultural identity and
environment of
Northcote.

Public art that has
the potential to
negatively impact on
the natural, built and
cultural identity and
environment of
Northcote.

Public art that
contributes to
making visible the
natural, built and
cultural identity and
environment of
Northcote.

Public art that may
negatively impact on
existing community
connections
between people,
nature, living
heritage and place.

Public art that that
does not engage.
Public art that does
not connect people
to the world around
them.

Public art that has
the capacity to be
engaging and to
connect people to
nature, living
heritage and place.

Public art that
provides
transformational
value (culturally,
regionally or
creatively). A work
of scale and to the
highest quality
(excellence of intent,
concept, and
delivery); built for
durability and
resilience; a beacon
for and a touchstone
of Northcote.
Public art that
complements,
enhances and
makes visible the
natural, built and
cultural identity and
environment of
Northcote.
Public art that
engages and
encourages
meaningful
participation and
connection between
people, nature, living
heritages and place.

High profile,
signature
works

Makes visible
distinct
character of
Northcote

Activates
relationships
and
connections

2.7 Public art categories
For the purposes of this public art plan, public art has been categorised by type, as follows:

Permanent stand-alone public art
An expressive element that stands apart from a
predetermined built or natural environment. The
artwork can be designed and fabricated
specifically for the site, or relocated to the site if
deemed complementary. Capital investment
varies and is dependent on the concept design,
materials, fabrication process and site
considerations. An example of a standalone
public art is a sculpture.

Permanent integrated public art
Public art commissions are a mix of
expressive elements that are integrated into
the overall structure and design of a piece of
infrastructure, and may or may not
significantly influence the form and structure
of the landscape, urban form or building it is
part of. An artist/team may be involved from
the outset as an integral part of the concept,
design and development of a built or
landscaped environment, integrating artistic
features into urban design elements. This
may include art and design features
conceived by the artist(s) that have a
functional purpose while being integrated
into the design of a larger development
project. The public art is either considered
‘part of’ or ‘leading’ a larger umbrella project.
These projects are typically of scale and
require significant capital investment.
Temporary public art
Temporary artworks activate and enhance a
public space for a limited time. Often
referred to as ‘pop up’ art, these artworks
can be multidisciplinary, interactive,
mediated, mobile, event-based,
performance-based or ephemeral. Due to
the temporary nature of the artwork, capital
investment is typically minimal. While the
local impact can be large, these works often
do not make a scaled impact regionally or
historically.

Croftfield Lane, Elke Finkenauer, 2015. (Photograph by
David St George, 2017)

Architect Lindsay Mackie in collaboration with artists
Bernard Makoare, Martin Leung-Wai and Petelo Esekielu
and Matt Salapu (Anonymouz); and mana whenua artists
Lorna Rikihana (Ngāti Pāoa), Mahu Rawiri (Ngāi Tai Ki
Tāmaki), Tessa Harris (Ngāi Tai Ki Tām aki), Jerome
Cowley and Tina Pihema (Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei)
(Photograph by Patrick Reynolds, 2013).

The Claw by artist collective Hanna Shim,
Michael McCabe and Adam Ben-Dror, 2018.
(Photograph by Julie Zhu, 2018).
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3.0 Recommendations for investment
Investment in a small number of projects that have a transformational impact and are
complementary to ongoing local works is recommended.
Council acknowledges that there is no expectation for the Kaipātiki Local Board to provide
budget for the delivery of the permanent artworks outlined in this plan.

3.1 Phased approach
The integration of public art into planned works has several challenges in terms of the scale
of the development, representation of diverse cultures, timeframes of design phases and
identification of available sites. Considering the rich and varied landscape of these
opportunities, a phased approach is recommended, to allow timings, scale and partnerships
of each opportunity to be most effectively maximised.

Map courtesy of Auckland Council.

3.2 Recommended opportunities
Phase 1 – Changing Spaces: temporary public art (multi/various)
Temporary public artworks to activate spaces under construction, celebrate community art
and ease the strain and challenges of ongoing urban development on local residents.

Phase 2 – Source of the Awataha: permanent integrated public art
An integrated public art opportunity to make visible and highlight the spring/source (puna)
of the Awataha and the significance of this body of water to the people of this place.

Phase 3 – Heart of Northcote: permanent integrated public art
An integrated public art opportunity to enhance the heart of Northcote by embedding
artists in the design and fabrication of the proposed new community facility and/or potential
redevelopment of the town square.

Phase 4 – Smiths Bush: permanent integrated public art
An aspirational goal to design and install a public artwork of scale in Smiths Bush at the
receiving end of the Awataha where a major transport intersection will likely land, linking
Northcote to the North Shore suburbs, Auckland City and Waitematā Harbour. Delivery
timelines fall outside of this 10-year plan.
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3.2.1 Changing Spaces: temporary public art
Site:
Timeframe:
Type:
Partners:

multi/various: sites under development in and near Northcote centre
2019-2022
small scale – temporary, pop-up
Panuku, local creative practitioners and artists

The Claw by artist collective Hanna Shim, Michael McCabe
and Adam Ben-Dror, 2018. (Photographs by David St
George, 2018).

The next 10 years in Northcote will be a period of rebuilding, redesigning, regeneration,
reconstruction and change. This could result in disruption, confusion and frustration for
some local residents. Disruptions could include: blocked common access points and rerouted pathways; shop and office closures in a once vibrant town centre; scaffolding and
hoardings altering the usual look and feel of the place. There will likely be a long wait
before local residents will be able to see and experience the realisation of the vision of this
ongoing redevelopment work.
During the interim, there is an opportunity for public art to uplift and revitalise the area.
There is an opportunity to support short-term works that respond to change, for artists and
communities to work with the pervading tensions of urban development, and to make
something exciting happen locally through public art and placemaking.
The vision is to activate the changing spaces of Northcote and use public art to allow
pleasure to be experienced in and through the ongoing works (for example, art that
converts hoardings, fences and scaffolding into immersive laneways); to activate
neglected, empty spaces (for example, art that brings alive untenanted buildings) and to
create interesting new spaces to move attention away from the change underway (for
example, follies/pavilions).
Auckland council recognises that this opportunity is best led by Panuku, as part of the
ongoing programme of placemaking activations they have planned and underway for the
Unlock Northcote project.

3.2.2 Source of the Awataha: permanent integrated public art
Site:
Timeframe:
Type:
Partners:

Jessie Tonar Scout Reserve (Kākā Reserve )
2019-2024
small scale – permanent, integrated
Auckland Council Public Art, mana whenua, Panuku, HLC, Healthy Waters,
Kaipātiki Local Board, community artists, iwi artists

Aerial view of the source of the Awataha in Kākā Reserve (courtesy of Google Images) and archival photograph of nearby Kauri Gully,
William Archer Price, c.1910, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand, Ref: 1/2-000495-G. (Image courtesy of Alexander
Turnbull Library).

Opportunity summary
The Awataha Greenway project – a partnership between Panuku, HLC, Healthy Waters,
Kaipātiki Local Board and mana whenua, working alongside the wider Auckland Council
family – is a major transformative move towards local regeneration and water health in the
Northcote area. The indicative timeframe for work is between 2019 and 2024, with an
estimated budget of approximately $25 million. This work will see the mauri of the Awataha
Stream corridor repaired, sections of the stream daylighted, pedestrian and cycle access
points and pathways improved, and parks and reserves of the catchment upgraded. While
the work programme (divided amongst different working groups) is yet to be finalised, the
overall vision is to one day see the Awataha fully regenerated, accessible, healthy and
vibrant, from its source in Jessie Tonar Scout Reserve (Kākā Reserve) to its receiving end
in Smiths Bush. Mana whenua are working closely with project partners to ensure cultural
expressive elements and narratives are embedded in the ongoing infrastructure work.
As part of this key move, Panuku and Auckland Council are working with Kaipātiki Project
to facilitate a community-led ecological restoration of Jessie Tonar Scout Reserve. This
work is focused on improving community awareness of the source of the stream, and
celebrating the spring (puna). This includes aspirations to grow the project to include the
physical redevelopment of the entrance, paths and amenity in the reserve. Due to the
unusual shape of the reserve and the suburban setting, this particular phase of the
upgrade will likely include improvements to reserve access.
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There is a rare opportunity for public art to be part of this particular component of the
regeneration of the Awataha and, specifically, shape a distinctive public space at the
source of the stream. While a small move, this act of reclamation, revitalisation and
renewal is a significant opportunity for public artwork at the source of Awataha to be a
contemporary expression of an ancient cultural treasure.
Auckland Council acknowledges that this site is significant to mana whenua and this will
be an important consideration of any public art project in this reserve.

3.2.3 Heart of Northcote: permanent integrated public art
Site:
Timeframe:
Type:
Partners:

Northcote town square/community facility
2020+
large scale – permanent, integrated, infrastructure
Auckland Council Public Art, Community Facilities, Panuku, town centre
masterplanners, architect / landscape / design / development teams

Te Oro Music and Arts Centre, Glen Innes, 2015. Architect Lindsay Mackie in collaboration with artists Bernard Makoare, Martin LeungWai and Petelo Esekielu and Matt Salapu (Anonymouz); and mana whenua artists Lorna Rikihana (Ngāti Pāoa), Mahu Rawiri (Ngāi Tai
Ki Tāmaki), Tessa Harris (Ngāi Tai Ki Tāmaki), Jerome Cowley and Tina Pihema (Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei). (Photographs by Patrick
Reynolds, 2015).

As one of Unlock Northcote’s key moves to redevelop the Northcote town centre, it has
been proposed that the Northcote town square be repurposed and that a new multipurpose community facility be designed and constructed as the social ‘heart’ of the
township.
An opportunity exists for public art to be embedded in a large-scale urban design and
infrastructure project and to contribute to the architectural form of new community spaces
in the heart of the township. This is an opportunity to help shape the visual identity,

structure and form of the new community facility and public space, and to be involved in
the design and fabrication of a touchstone centrepiece in the heart of Northcote.
This concept is pre-community consultation and is subject to feasibility studies and
ongoing community engagement. The proposal has not been confirmed or built into the
work programme.

Northcote Framework Plan Town Centre Draft Masterplan 2016. (Image courtesy of Panuku).
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3.2.4 Smiths Bush: permanent integrated public art
Site:
Timeframe:
Type:
Partners:

Smiths Bush (Onewa Domain)
2029+
large scale – permanent, integrated, infrastructural
Auckland Transport, Healthy Waters, Community Facilities and Park
Services

Aerial view of Smiths Bush, noting proposed walkway/cycleway axis and potential site for artwork. (Image courtesy of Google Maps).

The Kaipātiki Connections Network Plan outlines future walking and cycleways connecting
Northcote township to Onewa Domain and Smiths Bush (as part of the extensions
proposed in the Awataha Greenway project) and along Akoranga Drive to link to routes to
the city (via connections to the proposed SeaPath connector).
There is an opportunity here to create a highly visible, standout public artwork of regional
scale. Framed by the natural setting of Smiths Bush and nested on the water’s edge, this
site is set in the dramatic context of urban development, ecological regeneration and citywide connectivity, and presents an opportunity to respond creatively to urbanisation and
sustainability.
Timelines for these works are currently unknown.

3.3 Roadmap of interdependencies
The following roadmap outlines the relative importance, scale and estimated timelines for
the four primary public art opportunities being recommended for investment.
The estimated delivery programme below is aligned with known delivery timeframes of
proposed infrastructure works in Northcote. It is important to note that these timelines may
change.

Short to mid-term priorities 2019-2024
Public art opportunity

Estimated timing

Key partners

1. Changing spaces

2019 -2022

Panuku-led, local artists

2. Source of Awataha

2019 -2024

Auckland Council, mana whenua, Panuku, HLC,
Healthy Waters, Kaipātiki Local Board,
community artists, iwi artists

Mid-term priorities 2023-2026
Public art opportunity
1. Heart of Northcote:
Community facility/town
square

Estimated timing
2020-2025

Key partners
Auckland Council, Panuku, Town Centre
masterplanners and design teams

Long-term priorities 2029 +
Public art opportunity
4. Smiths Bush

Estimated timing
2029 +

Key partners
Auckland Counciol, Auckland Transport, Healthy
Waters, Community Facilities and Park Services
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4.0 Appendix
Appendix 4.1: Policy and planning documents
This plan aligns with current policies, strategies, plans, and existing or planned infrastructure and
public art, including:
● Auckland Plan 2050
● Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2017
● Auckland Public Art Policy 2013
● Toi Whītiki: Arts and Culture Strategic Action Plan
● Kaipātiki Network Connections Plan – produced by Kaipātiki Local Board
● Northcote Unlock High Level Project Plan
● Northcote Unlock Framework Plan
● Northcote Town Centre Renewal High Level Project Plan
● Northcote Town Centre Masterplan and Reference Design Draft 171020
● Awataha Greenway Design Guide
● Take Mauri, Take Hono – mauri indicators
● Panuku Auckland Placemaking Guidelines December 2017
● Northcote Safe Cycle Route
● HLC Housing Developments
● SkyPath and SeaPath
● North West Wildlink

Appendix 4.2: Partners and stakeholders
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Auckland Council
Arts and Culture
Healthy Waters
Community Empowerment
Park Services
Community Facilities
Development Programmes Office
Auckland Design Office
Public Art Advisory Panel
Auckland Transport
Panuku
Project Working Group (PWG)
HLC
Kaipātiki Local Board
Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust
Kaipātiki Local Youth Council
Northcote Business Association
Kaipātiki Public Arts Trust
NorthArt
Kaipātiki Project
Isthmus Group
NativebyNature
Massey University (CaDDANZ)

Appendix 4.3 Northcote demographics

Languages spoken
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English
Māori
NZ sign
Samoan
Other
None

56829
1194
210
828
16485
1356

Iwi affiliations
Ngāpuhi
Ngāti Porou
Ngāti Maniapoto
Ngāi Tahu / Kāi Tahu
Waikato
Te Rarawa
Ngāti Tūwharetoa
Ngāti Whātua
Tūhoe
Ngāti Kahu
Ngāti Awa
Te Arawa
Ngāti Raukawa
(Horowhenua/Manawatū)
Te Aupōuri
Ngāti Kahungunu, region unspecified
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Te Wairoa
Te Atiawa (Taranaki)
Ngāti Wai
Tainui
Ngāti Kurī
Te Whānau-a-Apanui
Whakatōhea
Ngāti Raukawa (Waikato)
Ngaiterangi
Hapū Affiliated to More Than One Iwi
Ngāti Pikiao (Te Arawa)
Te Ati Haunui-a-Pāpārangi
Ngāti Whakaue (Te Arawa)
Ngāti Maru (Hauraki)
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Heretaunga

1950
510
306
306
294
291
261
249
216
204
177
174
165
147
135
132
123
117
99
99
90
87
75
75
66
60
60
60
54
51

Date from Northcote Electorate Profile.2018, Parliamentary Service Te Ratonga Whare Pāremata.

Appendix 4.4: Awataha Greenway Design Guide

